Overview

Agencies that are under the purview of the Natural Resources, Agriculture, and Environmental Quality (NRAEQ) Appropriations Subcommittee recently completed a mapping of each agency activity to statute(s) authorizing the activity and to funding related to the activity. The Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst compiled the information from NRAEQ agencies and created an interactive web tool where data can be viewed and filtered: [https://public.tableau.com/profile/ivan8177#!/vizhome/StatutoryReferencesonProgramLevelALLAgenciesNRAEQ/Story1](https://public.tableau.com/profile/ivan8177#!/vizhome/StatutoryReferencesonProgramLevelALLAgenciesNRAEQ/Story1).

The top half of the default view shows the sum of FY 2015 funding for all NRAEQ agencies by agency and by funding source. For purposes of this tool, “State Funds” includes General Fund and Education Fund; “Federal Funds” includes Federal Funds, Federal Mineral Lease, and ARRA; and “Other funds” includes all other funds, including restricted funds and Dedicated Credits. Note that funding data is preliminary and figures are subject to change.

The bottom half of the default view ties each program name to the statute(s) authorizing the activity and to FY 2015 funding for the program.

Filtering – top half

The user can filter the top half of the page by using the drop-down lists on the left hand side of the screen for agency, division, program name, and whether an agency deems the funding critical to its mission. For example, selecting “Energy” shows FY 2015 funding for the Office of Energy Development (OED).
Notice that OED considers all funding either “fundamental” or “substantial” to its mission (as shown in the bottom right corner of the above image). To determine what amount of the $2.08 million OED considers substantial, select a secondary filter, “Substantial”, in the “Critical to mission?” drop-down box.

An individual filter can be removed by clicking the icon next to each filter; all filters can be removed by pressing “Esc” on the keyboard.

The bottom half of the page is also updated when filters are set within the top half of the page. From the example above, we see that the $33,500 of funding that OED considers “substantial” to its mission is split between energy research triangle grants and competitive grants for alternative transportation projects and that the agency’s authorization for both programs is found in Utah Code 63M-4-401 (see figure below).

Filtering – bottom half
The user can filter the bottom half of the page either by entering a search term in the “Search Program:” box or by selecting from the “Mandate Status” drop-down list.

Any filters selected on the bottom half of the page will also update the top half of the page.